
INDIA with AEROINDIA                   

SAT 11    Overnight flight to Mumbai, departing in the afternoon. 

SUN 12   We arrive in Mumbai and transfer to the Orchid hotel, overlooking the whole airport. The new wing 
has rooms that overlook the airport, although we will have access to the roof, with bar and swimming pool. 
All rooms will be upgraded, with lounge access, including soft drinks all 
day and happy hour and food in the evening. 

MON 13   Free day on the hotel roof. 

TUE 14   Another free day with the chance of an optional afternoon flight to GOA. In Goa, we visit the Navy 
museum and spend a few hours on the beach, at the end of the runway, returning to Mumbai in the 
evening. 

WED 15   Today we have an early flight to BANGALORE. On arrival we meet our coach to visit the Aeroindia 
show at Yelahanka airbase. In the evening we drive back to the airport for our onward flight to CHENNAI. 
We transfer to our hotel at the end of the runway. 

THU 16   We spend the morning at the hotel, where we can see the runway from the hotel roof. After a late 
checkout, we transfer to the airport for our early evening flight to DELHI. Our new hotel overlooks the 
central runway and looks towards the domestic terminals. 

FRI 17   We have a full free day, where we spend the day on the roof of the aviation academy, where there 
are full facilities, including a lunch and drinks. There is also an A300 and CRJ here. We will also arrange to 
visit the Airforce museum at the Palam base. From the roof here, we can see either arrivals or departures, 
with good photographic opportunities if they are landing. 

SAT 18   Last day in Delhi. We might arrange a day trip to AGRA, visiting the Airbase and Taj Mahal. Those 
staying behind can spend another day at the hotel or Academy rooftop. 

SUN 19   Morning checkout and transfer to terminal, via the DC3 outside the catering buildings, for late 
morning flight back to UK, arriving back in the evening. 

11-19 FEB 
 

All hotels are top quality with airport views. Flights with Oman Air and Jet Airways 

- REGIONAL DEPARTURES AND EXTENSIONS AVAILABLE - 

Cost: £1499     Deposit: £399    Single Room: £390

Cost includes ALL flights and taxes, 7 nights LUXURY hotels with Bed & Breakfast, All transfers
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